AGENDA
November 10, 2022
5:30pm – 7:00pm
Via Zoom

Information Technology is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.

Topic: RJE IT Subcommittee
Time: Nov 10, 2022 05:30 PM Central Time (US and Canada)

Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83574066862?pwd=UURQQ3hpNzZBSFowaE16Z2s3QlNQT09

Meeting ID: 835 7406 6862
Passcode: 115297

Dial by your location
+1 309 205 3325 US
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)

1. Call to Order

2. Approval of Minutes
   October 13, 2022

3. Informational Items and Reports

4. Discussion
   • Finalize Key Indicators
   • Data Sources
   • Spreadsheet of Community Partners

5. Recommendations to the Steering Committee

6. New Business

7. Adjournment
MINUTES
Thursday, October 13, 2022
5:30pm
Via Zoom

Members Present:
X Daniel McCloud, Co-Chair
◻ Jessica Bastian
◻ Kimberly Connor
X Shawn Johnson
◻ Geoffrey Landrum
X Jessica McKean
X Lisamarie Schultz, Co-Chair
X Sunny Pearson
◻ Datikka Peebles
◻ Robert Ramoska
X Jenny Replogle

1. Call to Order
   Meeting was called to order at 5:33pm by Co-chair.

2. Approval of Minutes
   Meeting minutes for: 4/14, 5/12, 7/28, 8/11, and 9/28.
   Sunny made a motion to approve and Daniel seconded the motion.

3. Informational Items and Reports
   ● Adjust time of the meeting for the committee might be a need. What are groups thoughts.
     ○ Discussion among those attending regarding the time of day and day of the week the meeting
       is hosted. Currently everyone is fine with the time.
   ● Open Meeting Certification – Some committee members have completed but other are still
     outstanding. This is critical that everyone finish by November 1, 2022. A co-chair is willing to assist
     anyone in need of help with the training at Lincoln Library. A link will be provided for everyone.
   ● Update from the co-chairs meeting:
     ▪ Email was sent out on 10/11 about fleshing out key indicators
     ▪ RGE report for Mayor Ali is due in December.
     ▪ We have 3 strong created and are expected to create 3-6 total and flesh them out in a
coup of different ways
- Must be selected by a sub-team as something that reflects the status of the most important issues
- Great preference given to KloRI that are quantitative, measurable, and objective
- Data sources need to be cited
- Data sources preferably updated on at least an annual basis
- To show disparity, ideally each KloRI will have distinct data for how the black population is faring vs. the white population

- May have trouble getting data on smaller groups. Additional resources may be needed. American Community Survey is updated annually unlike Census data.
- Sunny shared that some agencies collect demographic data including race, disability, and are updated yearly. May be a good idea to connect with United Way agencies.
- The spreadsheet was shared of different data sources.
- LM shared information that was different at Peoria Heights school compared to District 150
- Co-Chairs from steering committee will help with data sources and writing the final report
- Scott Sorrell – County Administrator
- Pat Urich – City Manager, City of Peoria
- New Director of Economic Development and Melanie Green CIF at the City
- Who to send requests to after drafting letter. Mary shared that she is working with some people to get data, discuss key indicators and get back to us. Data requests to Patrick Scott and Melanie Green.
- Microsoft Dashboard with street view of data as a starting point
- Review of Key Indicators as to what we’re keeping or refining
- What are things that we can’t measure?
- Meeting frequency may have to increase and the need to edit and update shared documents to work continually on it.
- S: Mentioned that information on the Dashboard it can show information broken down by race, equipment, internet, broadband, and disability.
- D- mentioned that we have the information in our hands and might be worth revisiting and information may already be there.
- LM – What data would be easiest to review? How do we narrow down the information to identified disparities, include county? It can be overwhelming.
- Do we take it down to zip code to identify the most disparity
- J – I can talk to my GIS guy to get the information narrowed down.
- How much data do we need?
- Suggestions on what we do with that information like “filling in gaps”? Schools could break it down further and may not be the most accurate.
- D – Deep dive into what we already have and determine what information we already have access to instead of assuming we need more and may guide/outline what the next steps are.
- LM – Concrete facts. Concrete data of the issues at hand. How do we prove the problems exist?
- J – Small group of us with full time work, and there is already authoritative data showing what we suggest.
- D – Like research review and compare information already available to confirm existing gaps. Personally, I need to deep dive some of these issues. Grace’s presentation covered everything we’ve talked about.
- LM - City Council meeting was responsive at the meeting and presentation of the ordinance there is push back from some City Council members already and not recognizing racism in the city structure. Data will be what backs up the requests and needs for those opposed to it.
- I agree the data is already there
- Can we circle back to Jessica to ensure we are approaching the data properly.
- D – May I access that information again (Sunny resent link to folder)
- J – Doesn’t want us to recreate the wheel or spend time working on things we already have
- D – How do we move forward with the information and Key Indicator
- S – Small group meeting with LM, D, J, and S after reviewing the information and have more focus to dive into the key indicators.
- LM – November 3rd would work after 5:30pm
- LM – Will Zoom work?
- S – Yes as a small group I will not have to take notes and can navigate sharing screens and information.

4. Discussion

5. Recommendations to the Steering Committee
None at this time

6. New Business
None at this time

7. Adjournment

Adjourned meeting at 6:40